
Finalist Best Teaching with ICT – Primary

Name: Kerry Poulsen
School: West Melton, Canterbury
Name of ICT activity: Assembly iMovie

1. What is the Teaching with ICT activity that you want to be considered for the award?
Our iMovie for our school assembly.

2. Why did you choose to use this activity?
It showcases a lot of our ‘firsts’, app smashing as well as being student driven!  The children voted to
enter this project as well.  We had a lot of fun making each segment of our movie and learnt a whole
raft of new skills.  Some students helped with editing on iMovie software during their own time,
some students were experts and helped others record their Sock Puppet blurb.

3. How did you implement and use this activity?
When it was our turn to host assembly the class wanted to share their butterfly movie and other
projects with the rest of the school and their families. I pitched the idea of hosting and presenting
using Sock Puppets.  The class erupted into loud cheers as no class had ever attempted this!  “We
will be famous” said one kid.

We had already completed all the projects within the iMovie, but needed to put it all together.  We
storyboarded what was going to go where and what they needed to say.  Teaching of using Sock
Puppets was a 60 minute lesson initially.  We learnt very quickly that we needed our audience to
understand what we are saying (some enjoyed the helium voice effect a bit too much).  So re-
recordings were done during literacy time as an activity.

4. What outcomes has it achieved for you and your class?
http://westmelton-ten.blogspot.co.nz/2014/10/blog-post.html
Throughout the making of the iMovie, children (and myself) were continually learning, taking risks
and problem solving.  Talking and collaborating with each other.  I believe this project has ignited
some students passion of using ICT, who knows we might have the next Peter Jackson in the midst!  I
also got to see kids shine who don’t have a lot of ‘traditional academic’ success.  These children
shone as our experts, they were patient and helpful to their peers.
I am so proud of my class and everything they have achieved with this project!!

Sure we made mistakes, but what pioneer doesn’t when they are thinking outside of the square?
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